S-382
Election House (and former site)
Architectural Survey File
This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reversechronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National
Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation
such as photographs and maps.
Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site
architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at
the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft
versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a
thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research
project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment.
All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust.
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The old Election house in Princess Anne represents a rare survival for an
Eastern Shore town. The i * n g l e - s t o r y , one-room plan structure i s the only known
e l e c t i o n house to survive on the lower Shore. Originally b u i l t with a hip roof,
Che rectangular frame is covered with weatherboards and trimmed with corner
p i l a s t e r s and decorative eave brackets* Lighted by large size s i x - o v e r - s i x sash
vindows, the i n t e r i o r was evidently divided into two rooms i n i t i a l l y , but the
p a r t i t i o n was removed at some p o i n t . During the past year the building has been
thoroughly reworked in an effort to save t h i s rare buildingfromserious decay and
demolition.
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Prepare both a summary paragraph and a general description of the resource and its
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Election house description

The Election house stands on the northwest corner of Church Street and
Manokin Street in the northern section of Princess Anne, Somerset County
Maryland. The single-story frame structure faces east with the principal
gable oriented on an east/west axis. (Since the time of survey the building
has been moved to a new location fifty yards west of its former site.)
Supported by a brick pier foundation, the mid nineteenth-century
weatherboard frame building is covered with a gable front roof sheathed with
asphalt shingles. During the moving process it was discovered that an
earlier hip roof covered with standing seam tin existed beneath the current
roof. Attached to the north side of the rectangular frame is a single-story
turn of the century addition.
The east (front) facade is a two-bay elevation with a four-panel door
in the north bay. The four-panel door is topped by a three-light transom.
Fixed in the southern bay is a large six-over-six sash window. The outside
front of the building is trimmed with plain pilasters that rise to a bracketed frieze. The gable front pediment, a later feature, is covered with
weatherboards, and the cornice is trimmed with a crown molding.
The south side of the building is two bays across with a six over six
sash window in each bay. The bracketed eave continues around the south and
north sides. The north side, however, is largely covered by the turn of
the century addition.
The west (back) side has a single door opening topped by a three-light
transom. There are indications that this opening may have been a window
originally and enlarged to a door. The eave is finished without brackets,
and the gabled pediment is finished in the same manner as the front.
The one-room interior is finished with riven lath and plaster. When
the plaster was removed before moving the building, it was discovered that
the interior was formerly divided by a center partition since empty mortises
remained in each side post.
The north side addition was constructed in a straightforward manner
with a gable roof, weatherboard siding, and a beaded board interior. The
front of the addition was marked by a two-over-two sash window and a board
door. A narrow brick stove stack remains inside the addition, but the stack
above the roof has been removed.
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Significance

The Election house in Princess Anne is a rare survival for the Eastern
Shore. The single-story, one-room bracketed structure is one of the few
election houses to remain standing in an Eastern Shore town. Largely u n changed on the exterior, the building has been relocated, and it is being
restored for use in the Manokin River park.
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